List of Star Wars creatures
This is a list of creatures in the fictional Star Wars universe. In order to be listed here, creatures must be noted in multiple canonical sources. Contents: Top. Template:CompactTOC. An Acklay is a large non-sapient creature resembling a Earth's praying mantis. It is equipped with three eyes and six legs with four digits each, the fourth of which terminates in an elongated scythe-like claw and a crest to protect it from air attacks. As a carnivore, all information for List of Star Wars creatures's wiki comes from the below links. Any source is valid including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn. Pictures, videos, data, and files relating to List of Star Wars creatures are also acceptable encyclopedic sources. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Star_Wars_creatures. The original version of this page is from Wikipedia, you can edit the page right here on Everipedia. Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License.